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Plane polyominoes are edge-connected sets of cells on the orthogo-
nal lattice Z2, considered identical if their cell sets are equal up to
an integral translation. We introduce a novel injection from the set
of polyominoes with n cells to the set of permutations of [n], and
classify the families of convex polyominoes and tree-like convex
polyominoes as classes of permutations that avoid some sets of
forbidden patterns. By analyzing the structure of the respective
permutations of the family of tree-like convex polyominoes, we
are able to ﬁnd the generating function of the sequence that enu-
merates this family, conclude that this sequence satisﬁes the linear
recurrence an = 6an−1−14an−2+16an−3−9an−4+2an−5, and com-
pute the closed-form formula an = 2n+2 − (n3 − n2 + 10n + 4)/2.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A polyomino is an edge-connected set of cells on the orthogonal lattice Z2. Polyominoes whose
cell sets are equal up to an integral translation are considered identical.1 The term “animal” is usually
used for a connected set of cells on a general lattice or for the corresponding cell-adjacency graph.
The size of a polyomino is the number of cells contained by the polyomino. No analytic formula is
currently known for the number of polyominoes, and so, a considerable effort was invested in design-
ing eﬃcient algorithms which count polyominoes up to a speciﬁc size (see, e.g., [20]). Comprehensive
surveys of the history of polyominoes and lattice animals, and their enumeration techniques are given
in [17,18].
E-mail addresses: gadial@cs.technion.ac.il (G. Aleksandrowicz), andrei@tx.technion.ac.il (A. Asinowski),
barequet@cs.technion.ac.il (G. Barequet).
1 In contrast, we don’t identify polyominoes obtained from each other by rotation. Thus, we deal in fact with so-called ﬁxed
polyominoes.0097-3165/$ – see front matter © 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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works attempted to count polyominoes of a ﬁxed perimeter.) Bousquet-Mélou and Rechnitzer [10]
counted directed polyominoes (in which one designated cell is connected to all other cells by paths
consisting of only “north” and “east” moves and passing only through cells of the polyominoes)
by showing a bijection between these polyominoes and so-called “heaps and dimers”. Bousquet-
Mélou [7] enumerated several subfamilies of column-convex polyominoes (polyominoes whose in-
tersection with any vertical line consists of at most one continuous segment). Bousquet-Mélou and
Fédou [9] provided an extremely complex generating function for the sequence enumerating con-
vex polyominoes (polyominoes that are both column-convex and row-convex). Del Lungo et al. [12]
counted column-convex polyominoes and convex polyominoes by using recursive rules for building
polyominoes of size n + 1 from polyominoes of size n.
A tree-like polyomino is a polyomino whose cell-adjacency graph is a tree. Duarte and Ruskin [13]
investigated tree animals on various types of 2- and 3-dimensional lattices. De’Bell and Lookman [11]
estimated the growth rate of animals on a triangular lattice. Harary and Read [19], and Beineke and
Pippert [4] enumerated tree-like animals on a hexagonal lattice. Bergeron, Labelle, and Leroux [5]
analyzed extensively tree-like structures. Counts and formulae for tree animals on high-dimensional
cubic lattices were provided in [2,15,16,21].
In this paper we present a novel technique for representing polyominoes: Using an injection from
the set of polyominoes to the set of permutations, classifying families of polyominoes in terms of per-
mutations that avoid some sets of forbidden patterns, and analyzing the latter sets of permutations.
We exemplify this method for a few families of polyominoes, and ﬁnd the generating function and a
closed-form formula for the sequences that enumerates tree-like convex polyominoes. A direct proof
of the same formula is given as well.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst time in which this method is used for enumer-
ating a family of polyominoes in the plane.2 In a companion paper [1] we use a similar technique
for analyzing polyominoes on the so-called twisted cylinder of width 3. Since the structure of poly-
ominoes is demonstrated well in their representation by permutations, and obtaining a generating
function for classes of permutations is sometimes possible, we believe that the proposed method is
a very powerful tool which can be used further for delving into the mystery of counting polyomi-
noes.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the terminology and notation used in
this paper. In particular, we deﬁne prepolyominoes as a generalization of polyominoes. In Section 3 we
construct a function ϕ˜ from prepolyominoes to permutations and show that this function, restricted to
so-called “reduced prepolyominoes”, is bijective. In Section 4 we recall several methods for specifying
permutation patterns. In Section 5 we study the class of permutations that correspond, under ϕ˜ , to
convex polyominoes. In Section 6 we study and enumerate the class of permutations that correspond
to convex tree-like polyominoes. We end in Section 7 with some concluding remarks.
2. Terminology and notation
Consider the standard orthogonal lattice Z2 with squares (cells) labeled by pairs of integral coor-
dinates (x, y). A prepolyomino is a (possibly disconnected) set of cells on the lattice, considered up to
translation (of the entire prepolyomino). Thus, a polyomino is an edge-connected prepolyomino.
We deﬁne two lexicographical orders of the cells of Z2, to be denoted by 1 and 2:
(a,b)1 (c,d) ⇔ a < c or (a = c and b d), and
(a,b)2 (c,d) ⇔ b < d or (b = d and a c).
Let a,b ∈ Z be two lattice coordinates. A column in Z2 is a set of the form {a} × Z. Similarly,
a row in Z2 is a set of the form Z × {b}. A skew column is a set of the form ({a} × [b,+∞)) ∪
2 In a series of papers on permutominoes, e.g., [14], a connection between permutations and certain kinds of polyominoes
was studied. However, the approach developed in these works is completely different from ours. For example, permutominoes
are not restricted to a speciﬁc size.
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ominoes.
({a + 1} × (−∞,b − 1])—that is, two opposite “half columns”, where the lower half is shifted to the
right by one cell relative to the upper half. Similarly, a skew row is a set of the form ((−∞,a] ×
{b}) ∪ ([a + 1,+∞) × {b + 1})—that is, two opposite “half rows”, where the right half is shifted up-
ward by one cell relative to the left half. Alternatively, a skew column may be deﬁned as the set
{(c,d) ∈ Z2: (a,b)1 (c,d)1 (a+1,b−1)}, and a skew row as the set {(c,d) ∈ Z2: (a,b)2 (c,d)2
(a + 1,b + 1)}.
For uniqueness of representation of polyominoes, we need to choose one representative of each
set of polyominoes that are identical under translation. To this aim we anchor every polyomino P so
that the leftmost cell in its bottom row is identiﬁed with some ﬁxed lattice cell.
A (skew) column or a (skew) row of the lattice is said to be empty (with respect to P ) if it does
not contain cells of P . An empty (skew) column or a (skew) row separates P if there are lattice cells
which belong to P in both parts of the lattice, that are separated by this (skew) column or (skew)
row. A prepolyomino P is called reduced if there is no (skew) column or (skew) row which is empty
with respect to P and separates it. Loosely speaking, a prepolyomino P is nonreduced if one can
delete from Z2 one (or more) empty (skew) column(s), and/or one (or more) empty (skew) row(s),
and then to glue the lattice portions appropriately so that the two lexicographical relations deﬁned
above between cells of P will not be affected. Fig. 1 shows a few examples of reduced and nonreduced
prepolyominoes. In nonreduced prepolyominoes, empty separating (skew) columns and (skew) rows
are shown by hatching.
The property of being reduced is well deﬁned since it is invariant under translations. Note that it
is also invariant under 90◦ rotations. On the other hand, it is not invariant under reﬂections (see the
right polyominoes in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)). This happens since the notion of reduced prepolyominoes
relies on the speciﬁc lexicographical orders that we use in their deﬁnition.
Observation 1. All polyominoes are reduced.
The converse is not true: A reduced prepolyomino is not necessarily even vertex-connected, as is
demonstrated by the rightmost polyomino in Fig. 1(a).
Let us denote the set of prepolyominoes by Π , the set of reduced prepolyominoes by R, and the
set of polyominoes by P . The set of prepolyominoes (resp., reduced prepolyominoes, polyominoes) of
size n will be denoted by Πn (resp., Rn , Pn).
Finally, we specify the notation related to permutations that we use. If a permutation π of [n] =
{1,2, . . . ,n} maps, for 1  i  n, i to ai (that is, π(i) = ai), then we write π = a1a2 . . .an . The graph
of such a permutation is the point set {(i,ai): 1 i  n}. As usual, the set of permutations of [n] will
be denoted by Sn , and let S =⋃n∈N Sn .
3. Representing polyominoes by permutations
We deﬁne a function ϕ˜ : Π → S as follows. Let P ∈ Πn be a prepolyomino. Label the cells of P by
{1,2, . . . ,n} in two ways: according to the 1 and the 2 order. For all 1 i  n, let ai be the label
in the 2 order of the cell that has label i in the 1 order, and set ϕ˜(P ) = a1a2 . . .an . This way, each
cell of P gets a double labeling of the form 〈i,ai〉.3 See Fig. 2 for an illustration. (For clarity, the angle
brackets are omitted in the ﬁgure.)
3 We write 〈i, j〉 to distinguish this labeling of a cell (of a speciﬁc polyomino) from the standard labeling (i, j) of a cell of
the lattice.
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Fig. 3. A graphical interpretation of ϕ˜ .
The function ϕ˜ has the following graphical interpretation. Refer to Fig. 3. Let P be a polyomino
in Π . Replace each cell of P by an occupied vertex at its center (to form an animal), so that adjacent
cells of P become adjacent nodes of the animal in the dual lattice. Rotate the dual lattice slightly in
the clockwise direction without altering the x and y orders between cells of different columns and
rows, respectively. This way, one obtains a set of points in which no two points are on the same
horizontal or vertical line. Now rearrange the points of this set, preserving the horizontal and vertical
orders between them, so that they constitute the graph of a permutation. It is easy to see that these
points have exactly the same horizontal and vertical order relations as the points of the graph of ϕ˜(P ).
Therefore, this permutation is precisely ϕ˜(P ).
Note that the function ϕ˜ is not one-to-one. Consider, for example, the prepolyomino P shown
in Fig. 2. Let P ′ be the prepolyomino obtained from P by replacing the cell labeled 〈9,6〉 in
the double labeling by its left neighboring cell (which is empty in P ). It is easy to verify that
ϕ˜(P ) = ϕ˜(P ′) = 594823716. Indeed, the described change is equivalent to deleting an empty sepa-
rating skew column and gluing the respective portions of the prepolyomino. As we remarked above,
this does not affect the 1 and 2 orders of cells of the prepolyomino. In fact, ϕ˜(P ) could iden-
tify with ϕ˜(P ′), where P = P ′ , since P is not reduced. Indeed, let ϕ : R → S be the restriction of
ϕ˜ to reduced prepolyominoes. As we prove below, ϕ is one-to-one. In addition, we show below that
it is also an onto function. Hence, ϕ is a bijection between reduced prepolyominoes and permuta-
tions.
Theorem 2. The function ϕ : R → S is a size-preserving bijection.
Proof. Let P ∈ Rn . For a cell C ∈ P , once P is anchored in Z2, the x and y coordinates of C will be
denoted by Cx and C y , respectively.
(i) ϕ is one-to-one. Let P and Q be two reduced prepolyominoes in Rn such that ϕ(P ) = ϕ(Q ).
In particular, this means that cells C ∈ P and D ∈ Q have the same label in the 1 order if and only
if they have the same label in the 2 order.
For i = 1,2, . . . ,n, denote by Ci the cell of P labeled by i in the 1 order, and denote by Di the
cell of Q labeled by i in the 1 order. Anchor P and Q in the lattice Z2 so that C1 and D1 coincide.
We shall prove by induction on α that for all α = 1,2, . . . ,n, Cα and Dα also coincide, that is, lie in
the same cell of Z2.
For α = 1 there is nothing to prove. Thus, we assume that α  1 and that Cα and Dα coincide,
and our goal is to prove that Cα+1 and Dα+1 also coincide. Denote by β the label of Cα and of Dα in
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labeling of Cα and of Dα is 〈α,β〉, and the double labeling of Cα+1 and of Dα+1 is 〈α + 1, γ 〉.
Assume without loss of generality that Cα and Dα occupy the lattice cell (0,0). We claim that
there are two possible situations:
1. Either both Cα+1 and Dα+1 lie in {0} × [1,+∞); or
2. Both Cα+1 and Dα+1 lie in {1} × (−∞,0].
Indeed, if Cxα+1 < 0, or if Cxα+1 = 0 and C yα+1 < 0, then Cα+1 <1 Cα , which is a contradiction (recall
that α and α + 1 are the labels of these cells in the 1 order). If Cxα+1 > 1, or if Cxα+1 = 1 and
C yα+1 > 0, then the skew column ({0} × [1,+∞)) ∪ ({1} × (−∞,0]) is empty and it separates P ,
which is impossible since P is a reduced prepolyomino. The same reasoning applies to Dα+1. Finally,
if either Cα+1 or Dα+1 lies in {0} × [1,+∞), then γ > β; and if either of them lies in {1} × (−∞,0],
then γ < β . Therefore, it is impossible that one of the cells Cα+1 and Dα+1 lies in {0} × [1,+∞) and
the other lies in {1} × (−∞,0].
Hence, only the two cases listed above are possible.
Case 1. Both Cα+1 and Dα+1 lie in {0} × [1,+∞).
We only need to show that Cα+1 and Dα+1 lie in the same row. For i = 1,2, . . . ,n, denote by Ei
the cell of P labeled by i in the 2 order, and denote by Fi the cell of Q labeled by i in the 2
order. Thus, we have Cα = Eβ , Dα = Fβ , Cα+1 = Eγ , and Dα+1 = Fγ .
Since Cα+1 is strictly above Cα , we have γ > β . We shall prove by induction that for each δ, such
that β  δ  γ , the cells Eδ ∈ P and Fδ ∈ Q lie in the same lattice row. For δ = β there is nothing to
prove since Eβ = Cα and Fβ = Dα . Thus, we assume that Eδ and Fδ lie in the same lattice row for
some β  δ < γ , say, Eδ lies in the lattice cell (a, j), and Fδ lies in the lattice cell (b, j); and we shall
prove that Eδ+1 and Fδ+1 lie in the same lattice row as well. Now, similarly to the reasoning applied
above to the 1 order, we obtain that Eδ+1 belongs to the region ((−∞,a − 1] × { j}) ∪ ([a,+∞) ×
{ j + 1}), and Fδ+1 belongs to the region ((−∞,b − 1] × { j}) ∪ ([b,+∞) × { j + 1}). Otherwise, there
exists an empty (skew) row that separates P . Moreover, due to the reasoning similar to that applied
above to 1, it is neither the case that Eδ+1 lies in (−∞,a−1]×{ j} and Fδ+1 lies in [b,+∞)×{ j+1},
nor the case that Eδ+1 lies in [a,+∞) × { j + 1} and Fδ+1 lies in (−∞,b − 1] × { j}; In both cases,
a contradiction is reached by considering the 1 labels of Eδ and Eδ+1 versus those of Fδ and Fδ+1.
Therefore,
1. Either Eδ+1 lies in (−∞,a − 1] × { j} and Fδ+1 lies in (−∞,b − 1] × { j}; or
2. Eδ+1 lies in [a,+∞) × { j + 1} and Fδ+1 lies in [b,+∞) × { j + 1}.
In both cases, Eδ+1 and Fδ+1 lie in the same row. It follows by induction that Eγ and Fγ lie in the
same row. This means that Cα+1 and Dα+1 coincide, as claimed.
Case 2. Both Cα+1 and Dα+1 lie in {1} × (−∞,0].
The proof in this case is similar to that in the previous case and is, therefore, omitted.
Illustration and summary. This part of the proof is illustrated in Fig. 4: (a) Once the cell whose 1
label is α (the black cell in the ﬁgure) is anchored, the cell whose 1 label is α + 1 must lie in the
shaded area A∪ B. Moreover, either this cell lies in the area A both in P and Q , or it lies in the area
B both in P and Q . (b) We assume that the cell whose 1 label is α + 1 lies in the area A both in
P and Q (the proof of the second case is similar). We only need to prove that this cell lies in the
same row in P and in Q . (c) We denote by β the 2 label of the cell whose 1 label is α, and by γ
the 2 label of the cell whose 1 label is α + 1. We have β < γ . We then prove by induction that
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Fig. 5. Reconstructing a prepolyomino P from its image ϕ(P ) = 361452.
for each δ, such that β  δ  γ , the cells of P and of Q whose 2 label is δ lie in the same row. In
particular, this is true for γ , which completes the proof.
(ii) ϕ is onto. Let π ∈ Sn . We construct P ∈ Rn such that ϕ(P ) = π as follows.
Let A1∪ A2∪· · ·∪ Ak be the partition of [n] into naturally-ordered maximal raises of π , that is, each
Ai has the form {a,a+1,a+2, . . . ,b}, where π(a) < π(a+1) < π(a+2) < · · · < π(b), π(a) < π(a−1)
(unless a = 0), and π(b) > π(b + 1) (unless b = n), and min{c: c ∈ Ai+1} = max{d: d ∈ Ai} + 1 for
i = 1,2, . . . ,k − 1.
Similarly, let B1 ∪ B2 ∪ · · · ∪ B	 be the partition of [n] into naturally-ordered maximal descending
left–right runs of π , that is, each Bi has the form {a,a+ 1,a+ 2, . . . ,b} when π−1(a) > π−1(a+ 1) >
π−1(a + 2) > · · · > π−1(b), π−1(a) > π−1(a − 1) (unless a = 0), and π−1(b) < π−1(b + 1) (unless
b = n), and min{c: c ∈ Bi+1} = max{d: d ∈ Bi} + 1 for i = 1,2, . . . , 	 − 1.
Refer, for example, to Fig. 5(a). For π = 361452, we have A1 = {1,2}, A2 = {3,4,5}, A3 = {6}, and
B1 = {1}, B2 = {2,3}, B3 = {4}, B4 = {5,6}.
We construct an (anchored) prepolyomino P which uses the columns 1,2, . . . ,k and the rows
1,2, . . . , 	 of the lattice Z2 according to the following rule: A lattice cell (x, y) contains a cell of P if and
only if there is i ∈ [n] such that i ∈ Ax and π(i) ∈ B y .
This rule deﬁnes a prepolyomino of size n. First, for each i there are unique coordinates x, y
such that i ∈ Ax and π(i) ∈ B y . Second, it is impossible that for i1 = i2 we have i1, i2 ∈ Ax and
π(i1),π(i2) ∈ B y , since if i1 < i2 and i1, i2 ∈ Ax , then π(i1) < π(i2), which contradicts the assumption
that π(i1),π(i2) ∈ B y .
Next, we prove that P is a reduced prepolyomino. P has no empty separating columns and rows
since for every 1  x  k there exists i ∈ [n] such that i ∈ Ax , and for every 1  y  	 there exists
j ∈ [n] such that π( j) ∈ B y . Suppose that P has a separating empty skew column ({x} × [y,+∞)) ∪
({x+ 1} × (−∞, y − 1]). Let (x, z) be the highest cell in the column x occupied by a cell of P , and let
(x + 1, z′) be the lowest cell in the column x + 1 occupied by a cell of P . (As explained above, these
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Then, it must be that i is the maximum index in Ax and j is the minimum index in Ax+1, and,
hence, j = i + 1, which implies that π( j) < π(i). On the other hand, since π(i) ∈ Bz , π( j) ∈ Bz′ , and
z y − 1< y  z′ , we have π(i) < π( j), which is a contradiction. Similarly, one can prove that P has
no separating rows.
Finally, we prove that ϕ(P ) = π . For i ∈ [n], assume that i ∈ Ax , π(i) ∈ B y , and denote by Ci the
cell of P that lies in the lattice cell (x, y). It is easy to see that Ci is labeled by i in the 1 order
of P : It is bigger than all Ci′ such that i′ ∈ Ax′ with x′ < x, as well as of all Ci′′ such that i′′ ∈ Ax with
i′′ < i. Similarly, Ci is labeled by π(i) in the 2 order of the cells of P . To summarize, the double
labeling of Ci is 〈i,π(i)〉. Therefore, ϕ(P ) = π . 
Remark. Graphically, in order to reconstruct the reduced prepolyomino P = ϕ−1(π) from the per-
mutation π , we consider the graph of π and draw vertical lines which separate maximal raises, and
horizontal lines which separate maximal descending runs. Among rectangles obtained in this way, we
shade those that contain a point of the graph of π (note that each rectangle contains at most one
such point). Finally, we convert all the rectangles into unit squares. The resulting reduced prepoly-
omino consisting of the shaded squares is P . See Fig. 5 for an illustration.
Theorem 2 readily implies the following.
Corollary 3. There are exactly n! reduced prepolyominoes of size n.
Let ψn : Pn → Sn be the restriction of ϕ (or of ϕ˜) to Pn (polyominoes of size n), and let ψ =⋃
n∈N ψn . The following corollary follows immediately from Theorem 2.
Corollary 4. The function ψ is one-to-one.
However, for n  3 there are reduced prepolyominoes which are not polyominoes (see examples
in Fig. 1), and, thus, ψ is not an onto function.
4. Permutation patterns
In this section we provide a reminder of the notion of permutation patterns. We start with “clas-
sical” patterns. Let τ be a permutation of [k], and let π = b1b2 . . .bn be a permutation of [n].
We say that π contains τ as a pattern if there exist indices 1  i1 < i2 < · · · < ik  n such that
bi1bi2 . . .bik , the corresponding subpermutation of π , is order-isomorphic to τ . Otherwise, we say
that π avoids τ . The class of permutations that avoid the patterns τ1, τ2, . . . , τ	 will be denoted by
S(τ1, τ2, . . . , τ	).
If it were possible to characterize the image of ψ by means of forbidden patterns, that is, to map
all polyominoes to permutations that avoid some set of classical patterns, we could hope, using meth-
ods from the ﬁeld of permutation patterns, to improve the existing enumeration estimates for |Pn|.
However, the following proposition shows that unfortunately such a characterization does not exist.
Proposition 5. For any permutation τ , there exists a polyomino P ∈ P such thatψ(P ) contains τ as a pattern.
Proof. Let τ be a permutation of [n]. Let P be the full n × n square, and anchor it in Z2 so that it
occupies the square [1,n] × [1,n]. For each 1 i  n, denote by Ci the cell of P that lies in the cell
whose coordinates are (i, τ (i)). Assume that these cells of P have labels i1, i2, . . . , in in the 1 order.
Then, it is easy to verify that elements in positions i1, i2, . . . , in in ψ(P ) form the pattern τ .4 
4 This becomes especially clear if we refer to the graphical interpretation of ϕ˜—see Fig. 3.
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set of patterns. However, we can restrict ourselves to certain families of polyominoes. In addition,
we can enhance our vocabulary of describing forbidden patterns. One such generalization is the so-
called bivincular patterns, introduced recently in [8]. A bivincular pattern is an ordered triple T =
〈τ , X, Y 〉, where τ is a permutation of [k], and X and Y are two subsets of {0,1, . . . ,k}. A permutation
π = b1b2 . . .bn contains T if there exist indices 1  i1 < i2 < · · · < ik  n, such that bi1bi2 . . .bik , the
corresponding subpermutation of π , is order-isomorphic to τ and such that:
• For every x ∈ X we have ix+1 = ix + 1; and
• For every y ∈ Y we have j y+1 = j y + 1,
where { j1, j2, . . . , jk} = {bi1 ,bi2 , . . . ,bik } (as sets), so that j1 < j2 < · · · < jk , and i0 = j0 = 0, ik+1 =
jk+1 = n + 1 by convention. Otherwise, π avoids T .
Let us explain the meaning of bivincular patterns. If π contains a classical pattern τ , this only
means that some points in the graph of π are order-isomorphic to the graph of τ , with no restriction
on whether or not they lie in adjacent columns or rows. In contrast, bivincular patterns provide a
way to require that, in addition, certain points corresponding to the pattern (τ ) lie in adjacent rows
or columns of the permutation (π ). These requirements are speciﬁed by the set X for columns and
by the set Y for rows, as follows. For 1  x  k − 1, let Ax be the point of the graph of τ that lies
in its xth column; and for 1  y  k − 1, let B y be the point of the graph of τ which lies in its
yth row. If x ∈ X , then it is required that the points of the graph of π that correspond to Ax and
Ax+1 lie in adjacent columns. Similarly, if y ∈ Y , then it is required that the points of the graph of
π that correspond to B y and B y+1 lie in adjacent rows. In addition, if 0 ∈ X (resp., k ∈ X ), then it is
required that the point of the graph of π that corresponds to A1 (resp., to Ak) lie in the ﬁrst (resp.,
the last) column; and if 0 ∈ Y (resp., k ∈ Y ), then it is required that the point of the graph of π that
corresponds to B1 (resp., to Bk) lie in the ﬁrst (resp., the last) row.
Obviously, for X = Y = ∅, we get classical patterns; in this case we shall continue writing, for
simplicity, τ rather than 〈τ ,∅,∅〉. For Y = ∅ we get generalized permutation patterns in a so-called
dash notation [3]. For example, the bivincular pattern 〈213, {2},∅〉 is speciﬁed as 2–13 in the dash
notation: There is no requirement on rows (marked by Y = ∅ in the bivincular pattern), and we have
the requirement X = {2} on columns. 1 /∈ X is equivalent to the presence of a dash between the ﬁrst
and second letters in the dash notation, while 2 ∈ X is equivalent to the absence of a dash between
the second and third letters.
Similarly to “classical” patterns, the class of permutations that avoid the bivincular patterns
T1, T2, . . . , T	 will be denoted by S(T1, T2, . . . , T	). Depicting a bivincular pattern 〈τ , X, Y 〉 in ﬁg-
ures, we shall denote x ∈ X (resp., y ∈ Y ) by a bold solid line between the xth and (x+ 1)st columns
(resp., between the yth and (y + 1)st rows) in the graph of τ (see Figs. 6 and 7).
In contrast with Proposition 5, there exist bivincular patterns that do not occur in permutations
corresponding to polyominoes.
Proposition 6. For any polyomino P ∈ P , the permutation ψ(P ) avoids the bivincular pattern T =
〈3142, {1,2,3},∅〉.5
Proof. Refer to Fig. 6. Assume for contradiction that there is a polyomino P ∈ P , such that the
permutation π = ψ(P ) has the pattern T . That is, there is an index i, 1  i  n − 3, such that
π(i + 1) < π(i + 3) < π(i) < π(i + 2). For each j ∈ [n], let C j be the cell of P whose double labeling
is 〈 j,π( j)〉. Now, Ci+1 and Ci+2 lie in the same column (Ci+2 above Ci+1), Ci lies in the preceding
column, and Ci+3 lies in the following column. Let (a,b), (a + 1, c), (a + 1,d), (a + 2, e) be the lattice
cells in which Ci,Ci+1,Ci+2,Ci+3 lie, respectively. We have c < e  b < d. The areas {a}× [b+1,+∞),
{a+1}× (−∞, c−1], {a+1}×[c+1,d−1], {a+1}×[d+1,+∞), and {a+2}× (−∞, e−1] are empty.
5 In dash notation, this is the pattern 3142, without any dashes.
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This means that the region ({a} × [b + 1,+∞)) ∪ ({a + 1} × [c + 1,d − 1]) ∪ ({a + 2} × (−∞, e − 1])
separates P into two non-empty parts, which contradicts the fact that P is a polyomino. 
Remark. Propositions 5 and 6 tell us that any “classical” pattern can be “embedded” in a polyomino,
but that there are bivincular patterns for which this is impossible. It would be interesting to char-
acterize such bivincular patterns. Using methods similar to those used in the proof of Proposition 5,
it is quite easy to show that for any bivincular pattern T of the form 〈τ , X,∅〉, with |X |  2, or of
the form 〈τ ,∅, Y 〉, with |Y |  2, there exists a polyomino P ∈ P such that the permutation ψ(P )
contains the pattern T .
5. Convex polyominoes
A prepolyomino P is convex if any vertical or horizontal line crosses P in at most one continuous
sequence of cells. Formally, an (anchored) prepolyomino P is convex if the following conditions hold:
1. If (a,d), (a, f ) ∈ P with d < f , then for each e such that d < e < f , we have (a, e) ∈ P ; and
2. If (a,d), (c,d) ∈ P with a < c, then for each b such that a < b < c, we have (b,d) ∈ P .
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omino is convex if and only if it is both horizontally and vertically convex.
Proposition 7. A convex reduced prepolyomino is also a polyomino.
Proof. Since P is convex, each column of P is of the form {a} × [b, c] (where b  c). We shall prove
that any two adjacent non-empty columns of P are edge-connected, and, hence, P is a polyomino.
Assume that P is anchored in the lattice, that its intersection with the lattice column a is {a} × [b, c]
(where b c), and that its intersection with the lattice column a+ 1 is {a+ 1} × [d, e] (where d e).
Our goal is to show that d c and e  b.
If d > c, then ({a} × [c + 1,+∞)) ∪ ({a + 1} × (−∞, c]) is an empty skew-column that separates
P—a contradiction. Assume, then, that e < b. The cell (a + 1,b) is empty by our assumption. The
half-row [a + 2,+∞) × {b} is empty since P is (horizontally) convex. Next, we see that the half-
row (−∞,a − 1] × {b − 1} is not empty, otherwise ((−∞,a] × {b − 1}) ∪ ([a + 1,+∞) × {b}) would
be an empty skew-row separating P . Repeating this reasoning inductively, we ﬁnd that for every f ,
e < f  b, [a + 2,+∞) × { f } is empty while (−∞,a − 1] × { f − 1} is not. Eventually, we get that
(−∞,a − 1] × {e} is not empty. However, we have that (a, e) /∈ P and (a + 1, e) ∈ P—a contradiction
to P being (horizontally) convex.
Therefore, d c and e  b, hence, P is edge-connected, that is, P is a polyomino. 
Remark. If a prepolyomino P is only vertically convex (or only horizontally convex), then it is not
necessarily a polyomino. For counterexamples, consider ϕ−1(4213) and ϕ−1(1423).
Theorem 8. The image of the family of convex polyominoes under the function ψ is
G = S(〈1423, {1},∅〉, 〈4213,∅, {3}〉, 〈2314, {3},∅〉, 〈2431,∅, {1}〉, 〈3142, {2}, {2}〉).
Fig. 7 shows the patterns mentioned in the theorem. Notice that this set of four patterns is invari-
ant under rotation by 90◦ .
Proof of Theorem 8. Let P ∈ P .6 We shall prove that P is a convex polyomino if and only if π =
ψ(P ) ∈ G . Denote the cell of P , whose double labeling is 〈i,π(i)〉, by Ci .
1. Let P be a convex polyomino of size n anchored in Z2. Our goal is to show that π avoids the
ﬁve patterns indicated in the statement of the theorem. The ﬁve proofs are similar, and so we shall
prove in detail only that π avoids the ﬁrst pattern. Assume for contradiction that π has the pattern
〈1423, {1},∅〉. That is, there exist indices 1 i < j < k < 	 n such that π(i) < π(k) < π(	) < π( j)
and j = i + 1. Then, i and j belong to the same raise of π , and therefore, the cells Ci and C j lie
in the same column of P , C j being above Ci . Furthermore, since P is convex, C j lies immediately
above Ci . Assume that Ci lies in the lattice cell (a,b), and so C j lies in the lattice cell (a,b + 1). Now
assume that Ck and C	 lie in the rows c and d, respectively. Since j < 	 and π( j) > π(	), we have
that d b+1. Since k < 	, we have that π(k) and π(	) belong to different descending left–right runs,
and, therefore, c < d. Similarly, since i < k, we have b < c. To summarize, b < c < d  b + 1, which is
impossible.
2. Let P be a nonconvex reduced prepolyomino anchored in Z2. Suppose that P is not vertically
convex. Then, there exist cells Ci,Ci+1 ∈ P that lie in the lattice cells (a,b) and (a, e), respectively,
where e − b > 1, and the region {a} × [b + 1, e − 1] is empty. If for some c, such that b < c < e,
the two half-rows (−∞,a − 1] × {c} and [a + 1,+∞) × {c} are not empty, then π has the pattern
〈3142, {2}, {2}〉. Assume now that (−∞,a−1]×{c} is empty and [a+1,+∞)×{c} is not empty. (Note
6 Note that we could write here P ∈ R, and the entire proof would hold for “convex reduced prepolyominoes”, which are pre-
cisely convex polyominoes in view of Observation 1 and Proposition 7. Thus, the function ψ may be replaced by ϕ throughout
this discussion.
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that both half-rows cannot be empty at the same time since P is reduced.) Let Ck be the leftmost cell
of P which lies in [a + 1,+∞) × {c}, and assume that it lies in the grid cell (a′, c). Then, there is a
cell C	 which lies in (a′′, c+ 1), where a′′  a′ , otherwise ((−∞,a′ − 1]× {c})∪ ([a′,+∞)×{c+ 1}) is
an empty skew row which separates P . However, in this case i, i + 1,k, 	 form the forbidden pattern
〈1423, {1},∅〉. Similarly, if (−∞,a − 1] × {c} is not empty and [a + 1,+∞) × {c} is empty, then we
get the forbidden pattern 〈2314, {3},∅〉.
Similarly, one can prove that if P is not horizontally convex, then the corresponding permutation
has either 〈4213,∅, {3}〉, 〈2431,∅, {1}〉, or 〈3142, {2}, {2}〉 as a pattern. 
Fig. 8 illustrates the proof. Consider the ﬁgure from left to right. It shows a typical situation in
which the presence of the pattern 〈1423, {1},∅〉 implies that the corresponding polyomino P is not
(vertically) convex. As it can be read from the proof, C	 lies either in the same row as C j or in a
lower row; but the row of Ck is strictly between the rows of Ci and C j , and the proof proceeds by
showing that the cell that belongs to this row and to the column of Ci and C j is not occupied by a
cell of P , which contradicts the convexity of P . Now consider the ﬁgure from right to left: If there are
cells Ci and C j in the same column but with an empty cell between them (that is, P is not vertically
convex), then there exist two additional cells, such that the four cells together make a conﬁguration
which leads to one of the patterns 〈1423, {1},∅〉, 〈1423, {1},∅〉, or 〈3142, {2}, {2}〉. (The ﬁgure shows
one such conﬁguration out of three possible conﬁgurations.)
Remark. It is easy to check that the conditions: (1) π avoids T = 〈3142, {2}, {2}〉; (2) π avoids T ′ =
〈3142, {2},∅〉7; and (3) π avoids T ′′ = 〈3142,∅, {2}〉; are equivalent. Therefore, one can replace in
Theorem 8 the pattern T by either (the formally weaker) T ′ or T ′′ .
The generating function for the enumeration sequence can be found in [7,9]. The ﬁrst few values
of the sequence are (1,2,6,19,59,176,502,1374,3630, . . .) (sequence A067675 in [22]).
6. Tree-like convex polyominoes
In this section we demonstrate how the representation of polyominoes by permutations (that avoid
some patterns) can be used for enumerating a speciﬁc family of polyominoes.
Deﬁnition 1. A tree-like polyomino is a polyomino whose dual (cell adjacency) graph is a tree.
Observation 9. Let P be a convex polyomino. Then, P is tree-like if and only if it does not contain a
2× 2 block.
Let H denote the family of tree-like convex polyominoes, and let Hn denote the family of such
polyominoes of size n. In this section we enumerate H in two ways. First, we demonstrate how the
injection ψ from polyominoes to permutations can be used for this purpose. Second, we obtain the
same result directly.
7 Which is 31–42 in the dash notation.
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The key idea for enumerating tree-like convex polyominoes is classifying them as permutations
that avoid speciﬁc patterns.
Theorem 10. The image of H under the function ψ is
H = S(1423, 4213, 2314, 2431, 〈3142, {2}, {2}〉, 2413).
Proof. Let us denote
H′ = S(〈1423, {1},∅〉, 〈4213,∅, {3}〉, 〈2314, {3},∅〉, 〈2431,∅, {1}〉, 〈3142, {2}, {2}〉, 2413).
Since the list of permutations in the deﬁnition of G from Theorem 8 is a subset of that in the deﬁni-
tion of H′ , it is clear that H′ is a subclass of G . This fact will allow us to prove easily that ψ(H) = H′ .
Then we shall show that in fact H′ = H.8
Let P ∈ P be a polyomino.9 We now prove that P is a tree-like convex polyomino if and only if
ρ = ψ(P ) ∈ H′ . Denote the cell of P , whose double labeling is 〈i,ρ(i)〉, by Ci .
1. Let P be a tree-like convex polyomino anchored in Z2, and let ρ = ψ(P ). Theorem 8 tells us
that since P is convex, ρ avoids the ﬁrst ﬁve patterns in the deﬁnition of H′ . It remains to show
that ρ avoids the pattern 2413. Assume for contradiction that ρ has the pattern 2413, that is, there
are indices 1  i < j < k < 	  n such that ρ(k) < ρ(i) < ρ(	) < ρ( j). Consider Ci , C j , Ck , and C	 .
Assume that these cells of P lie, respectively, in the cells (a, e), (b, f ), (c, g), and (d,h) of Z2. Then,
we must have a  b < c  d and g  e < h  f . Due to the convexity of P , there is a continuous
path (a sequence of edge-connected neighboring cells of P ) from Ci to Ck , which contains a lattice
cell that lies in the half-column {b} × (−∞, e]. Therefore, since (b, f ) ∈ P , we also have (b, e) ∈ P .
Similar arguments also show that (b,h), (c, e), (c,h) ∈ P . Now, the convexity of P implies that for
all r, s, such that b  r  c and e  s  h, the lattice cell (r, s) belongs to P . In particular, (b, e),
(b, e + 1), (b + 1, e), (b + 1, e + 1) belong to P . Thus, P contains a 2× 2 block—a contradiction.
2. Conversely, assume that P is not convex tree-like. If it is not convex, then, by Theorem 8,
ρ = ψ(P ) contains one of the ﬁrst ﬁve patterns in the deﬁnition of H′ . Assume now that P
contains a 2 × 2 block: the cells Ci,C j,Ck,C	 which lie, respectively, in the lattice cells (a, e),
(a, e + 1), (a + 1, e), (a+ 1, e + 1). Then, we have 1 i < j < k < 	 n and ρ(k) < ρ(i) < ρ(	) < ρ( j),
and, thus, ρ must have the pattern 2413.
3. It remains to prove that H′ is identical to H, the class stated in the theorem. The inclusion
H ⊆ H′ is clear10; let us prove the converse inclusion. Let ρ ∈ H′; our aim is to prove that it avoids
the patterns 1423, 4213, 2314, and 2431. The four proofs are similar (notice that the graphs of these
permutations are rotationally equivalent), and so we shall prove in detail only that ρ avoids 1423.
Assume for contradiction that there are indices 1 i < j < k < 	 n such that ρ(i) < ρ(k) < ρ(	) <
ρ( j). Let i′ be the maximum number such that i′ < j and ρ(i′) < ρ(	). (Such an index i′ exists since
at least i satisﬁes this condition.) Then, ρ(i′ + 1) > ρ(	). It cannot be the case that ρ(k) < ρ(i′),
otherwise i′, j,k, 	 form the forbidden pattern 2413. Therefore, ρ(i′) < ρ(k). However, in this case
i′, i′ + 1,k, 	 form the pattern 〈1423, {1},∅〉, and the claim follows. 
Our strategy for enumerating H, the family of tree-like convex polyominoes, is to partition it into
two disjoint families, and count each (sub)family separately. The ﬁrst family, X, consists of so-called
8 Thus, we shall ﬁrst use Theorem 8 in order to prove the result with bivincular patterns, and then analyze these bivincular
patterns in order to replace them by classical patterns. Notice that the ﬁrst four patterns in the deﬁnition of H are precisely
the permutations from the ﬁrst four (bivincular) patterns in the deﬁnition of H′ , and the two other patterns are identical in H
and H′ .
9 Similarly to the proof of Theorem 8, we could write here P ∈ R, and replace the function ψ by ϕ .
10 Indeed, if a permutation contains a bivincular pattern 〈τ , X, Y 〉, then it contains the classical pattern τ .
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“positive pseudocrosses” (see below), and the second family, Y, consists of all tree-like convex poly-
ominoes which are not (or do not contain) positive pseudocrosses.
A positive pseudocross is either
• A horizontal positive pseudocross: a polyomino of the form
([a,d] × { f })∪ ({b} × [e, f − 1])∪ ({c} × [ f + 1,h]),
where a < b < c < d and e < f < h;
• A vertical positive pseudocross: a polyomino of the form
({b} × [e,h])∪ ([a,b − 1] × {g})∪ ([b + 1,d] × { f }),
where a < b < d and e < f < g < h; or
• A cross: a polyomino of the form
([a,d] × { f })∪ ({b} × [e,h]),
where a < b < d and e < f < h.
Fig. 9 shows a few positive pseudocrosses.
Remark. Negative pseudocrosses can be deﬁned analogously, but are irrelevant here because of the
speciﬁc choice of partial orders that were used in the deﬁnition of ϕ . Note that the set of positive
pseudocrosses is not invariant under reﬂection about axis-parallel lines: A positive pseudocross (which
is not a cross) is reﬂected to a negative pseudocross, and vice versa.
Observation 11. A convex tree-like polyomino P contains a positive pseudocross if and only if P itself
is a positive pseudocross.
The deﬁnition of positive pseudocrosses is motivated by the following fact.
Theorem 12. The image under ψ of Y, the family of tree-like convex polyominoes which are not positive
pseudocrosses, is
Y = S(1423, 4213, 2314, 2431, 3142, 2413).
Proof. In view of Theorem 10 and Observation 11, it suﬃces to show that a tree-like convex poly-
omino P is a pseudocross if and only if ψ(P ) contains the pattern 3142.
The “only if” direction is immediate from the deﬁnitions of ϕ (recall that ψ is its restriction) and
of pseudocrosses.
For the “if” direction, assume that ψ(P ) contains the pattern 3142. Then, P contains four cells
Ci,C j,Ck,C	 which lie, respectively, in the grid cells (a, e), (b, f ), (c, g), (d,h), such that a < b c < d
and e < f  g < h.
If both b < c and f < g , then, by reasoning very similar to that in the proof of Theorem 10 (part 1),
we obtain that P contains a 2 × 2 block, and, thus, it is not tree-like. Assume, then, that b < c and
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f = g . Since P is convex, it contains [a,d]× { f }, {b}× [e, f −1], and {c}× [ f +1,h]. Thus, P contains
a positive (horizontal) pseudocross; therefore, by Observation 11, P is a pseudocross.
Similarly, if b = c and f < g , then P is a vertical pseudocross, and if b = c and f = g , then P is a
cross. 
Recall the deﬁnition of a separable permutation. A non-empty permutation π is separable either if
it is the unique permutation of {1}, or if the graph of π can be split into two non-empty blocks B1
and B2, which are themselves separable in a recursive manner. In the latter case either all the points
in B1 are to the “south–west” of all the points of B2 (i.e., π has an ascending structure), or all the
points in B1 are to the “north–west” of all the points of B2 (i.e., π has a descending structure).
Let π be a separable permutation of [n] (where n 2) with an ascending structure. Then, π can be
split in a unique way into blocks C1,C2, . . . ,Ck , such that for i = 1,2, . . . ,k−1, all the points in Ci are
to the “south–west” of all the points of Ci+1, and each block Ci , i = 1,2, . . . ,k, either consists of one
point or has a descending structure. We call the sequence (C1,C2, . . . ,Ck) the ﬁrst-level decomposition
of the structure of π . A similar deﬁnition refers to permutations with a descending structure: in this
case all the points in Ci are to the “north–west” of all the points of Ci+1, and each block Ci either
consists of one point or has an ascending structure.
Separable permutations are known to be precisely (2413,3142)-avoiding permutations [6]. Since Y
avoids, inter alia, the patterns 2413 and 3142, it is a subclass of the class of separable permutations.
We prove two claims (stated in Propositions 13 and 14) on the structure of permutations that
belong to Y and of permutations that belong to X = ψ(X).
Proposition 13. Consider π ∈ Y , and assume that π has an ascending structure. Let (C1,C2, . . . ,Ck) be the
ﬁrst-level decomposition of the structure of π . Then:
1. Each of the blocks C2,C3, . . . ,Ck−1 consists of either one point or several points in descending position.11
2. If C1 contains more than one point, then the ﬁrst-level decomposition of its (descending) structure is
(D1, D2, . . . , D	), where D1, D2, . . . , D	−1 contain one point, and the ﬁrst-level decomposition of the (as-
cending) structure of D	 (if it contains more than one point) is (E1, E2, . . . , Em), where E1, E2, . . . , Em−1
contain one point, and Em (if it contains more than one point) consists of points in descending position.
3. Similarly, if Ck contains more than one point, then the ﬁrst-level decomposition of its (descending) struc-
ture is (D ′1, D ′2, . . . , D ′	′ ), where D
′
2, . . . , D
′
	′ contain one point, and the ﬁrst-level decomposition of the
(ascending) structure of D ′1 (if it contains more than one point) is (E ′1, E ′2, . . . , E ′m′ ), where E
′
2, . . . , E
′
m′
contain one point, and E ′1 (if it contains more than one point) consists of points in descending position.
A similar claim holds if π has a descending structure. Fig. 10 shows schematically the struc-
ture of a permutation in Y , as claimed in Proposition 13: Fig. 10(a) shows an ascending structure,
11 We say that a block C consists of j points in ascending (resp., descending) position if C is the graph of the permutation
12 . . . j (resp., j . . .21).
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while Fig. 10(b) (obtained from (a) by a 90◦ rotation) shows a descending structure. In the ﬁgure,
ﬀ (resp., ﬁ) denotes a block consisting of points in ascending (resp., descending) position.12 Consider
the ﬁrst case (ascending structure). If a few consecutive blocks Cis consist of one point, then their
union may be seen as an ascending block ﬀ. Therefore, C := C2 ∪ · · · ∪ Ck−1 consists of alternating ﬀ
and ﬁ blocks. Similarly, D := D1 ∪ · · · ∪ D	−1 and D′ := D ′2 ∪ · · · ∪ D ′	′ are ﬁ; E := E1 ∪ · · · ∪ Em−1
and E ′ := E ′2 ∪ · · · ∪ E ′m′ are ﬀ; ﬁnally, F := Em and F ′ := E ′1 are ﬁ.
Proof of Proposition 13. Let π be a (1423,4213,2314,2431,3142,2413)-avoiding permutation of [n],
where n 2, and assume that it has an ascending structure.
1. Consider a block Ci , where 2  i  k − 1. Assume that Ci contains two points P and Q , such
that Q is to the north–east of P . Since Ci has a descending structure, either it contains a point R
which lies to the north–west of both P and Q , or it contains a point R ′ which lies to the south–east
of both P and Q . However, in the ﬁrst case the points S, R, P , Q , where S is any point of Ci−1, form
the forbidden pattern 1423, while in the second case the points P , Q , R ′, S ′ , where S ′ is any point of
Ci+1, form the forbidden pattern 2314.
2. The reasoning here is very similar to that of the previous item. First, if for some 1 i  	 − 1,
Di (whose structure is ascending unless it consists of one point) contains two points in ascending
position, then these two points, together with any point of D	 and any point of C2, form the forbidden
pattern 2314.
Next, if for some 1 i m − 1, Ei (whose structure is descending unless it consists of one point)
contains two points in descending position, then these two points, together with any point of D	−1
and any point of Em , form the forbidden pattern 4213.
Finally, if Em contains two points P and Q in ascending position, then either these two points
form the forbidden pattern 1423 together with a point of E1 and a point which lies in Em to the
north–west of both P and Q ; or they form the forbidden pattern 2314 together with a point of C2
and a point which lies in Em to the south–east of both P and Q .
3. The proof is identical to that of the previous item (notice the symmetry in Fig. 10(a)).
On the other hand, it is easy to verify that any permutation, whose structure is as in Fig. 10, avoids
all of the patterns 1423, 4213, 2314, 2431, 3142, and 2413. 
The proof for the descending case is essentially the same.
Proposition 14. All permutations in X have one of the structures shown in Fig. 11 (all blocks are non-empty).
This follows directly from the deﬁnitions of ψ and of pseudocrosses. Therefore, the proposition
is stated informally and its proof is omitted. If a polyomino P is a horizontal pseudocross, then the
central block in ψ(P ) consists of at least two points and is ﬁ; if P is a vertical pseudocross, then
the central block consists of at least two points and is ﬀ; and if P is a cross, then the central block
consists of one point.
12 Each one of the blocks may be empty. Notice, however, that if certain blocks in Fig. 10(a) (resp., Fig. 10(b)) are empty, then
the permutation has in fact a descending (resp., ascending) structure.
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to which permutations they are mapped by ϕ˜ , using the graphical interpretation of this function
(see Fig. 3), and observe that these are precisely the permutations with the structures described in
Propositions 13 and 14.
Considering the structures of Y and X , we ﬁnd the generating function for the enumerating se-
quence of H = Y ∪ X , and, therefore, of H= Y∪ X.

























(1− x)5 . (1)
Proof. Consider ﬁrst the structure of a permutation in Y with an ascending structure (refer to
Fig. 10(a)). The term x1−2x counts the number of ways to insert the part denoted by C . If C1 con-
sists of more than one point and is not just ﬁ, then D,E,F are non-empty, and the term ( x1−x )3
counts the number of ways to insert these blocks. The addition of 1 is to account for the case in
which C1 consists of more than one point or has the form ﬁ. The expression is squared since the
same is true for the blocks D′,E ′,F ′ . The term ( x1−x )6 counts the number of such permutations in
which C is empty, but D, E , F , D′ , E ′ , and F ′ are non-empty. The term x1−x is deducted to avoid the
counting of the permutation n . . .21, which in fact has a descending separation structure. The expres-
sion described by now is multiplied by 2 in order to count permutations with a descending separation
structure as well. The summand x is added since the unique permutation of {1} was undercounted.
The expression described thus far counts the number of permutations in Y .
The term (1+x)x
5
(1−x)5 counts the number of permutations in X : x
5
(1−x)5 counts permutations as in
Fig. 11(a), while x
6
(1−x)5 counts permutations as in Fig. 11(b), excluding those that have just one point
in the central block and, thus, have been already counted. 
The expression in Eq. (1) simpliﬁes to
x(1− 4x+ 8x2 − 6x3 + 4x4)
(1− x)4(1− 2x) .
Since this is a rational function, the enumerating sequence an = |Hn| satisﬁes a linear recurrence [23,
p. 202, Th. 4.1.1] whose characteristic equation is (x− 2)(x− 1)4 = 0, that is, x5 − 6x4 + 14x3 − 16x2 +
9x− 2 = 0. Hence, the recurrence is
an = 6an−1 − 14an−2 + 16an−3 − 9an−4 + 2an−5.
The ﬁrst numbers in the sequence (for n  1) are (1,2,6,18,51,134,328,758,1677,3594,7530,
15530,31687,64190,129420, . . .) (sequence A196593 in [22]).
By solving the recursion, we readily obtain an explicit formula for the number of polyominoes
subject of this paper.
Corollary 16. The number of convex tree-like polyominoes of size n is
2n+2 − n
3 − n2 + 10n + 4
2
. (2)
Notice that the asymptotic growth rate, 2, was expected since the principal contribution in the
generating function is that of the term x1−2x .
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6.2. Direct enumeration
In this section we obtain formula (2) directly by analyzing possible shapes of tree-like convex
polyominoes.
We distinguish between four possible cases (see Fig. 12): Tree-like convex polyominoes either
contain (1) only cells of degree 1 and 2; (2) one cell of degree 3; (3) two cells of degree 3; or (4) one
cell of degree 4. Any other combination contradicts immediately either the convexity of the polyomino
or its having the shape of a tree.
We enumerate separately polyominoes of each of these types, then sum up the four counts.
1. Refer to Fig. 12(a), and assume that n 2. A polyomino having only cells of degree 1 and 2 must
be a path. The convexity of the polyomino implies that while moving along the path, for each cell,
save the last, we can choose exactly one of two possible options for the next cell. Hence, the path is
determined (up to reﬂections) by the sequence of these choices, and so we have 2n−1 possible paths.
Counting reﬂections (two possible general orientations of the paths) and subtracting the two paths
symmetric to reﬂection (the horizontal and vertical sticks), we have 2n − 2 possible polyominoes of
this type.
2. Refer to Fig. 12(b), and assume that n 4. If there is exactly one cell c of degree 3, the convexity
of the polyomino implies that two of the branches leaving c are straight, and that the third branch
is a path like in Case 1. (Moreover, if the branches leaving c go to the left, up, and to the right of c,
then the branch going upward is necessarily straight.) Assume that the two straight branches go up
and to the left of c, and that the third neighboring cell of c is adjacent to it on the right. Denote
by k the length of the path beyond this cell. Hence, we remain with n − 4 − k cells to populate the
two straight paths. In total, we have
∑n−4
k=0(2k(n−3−k)) combinations. In general, each conﬁguration
has eight rotated and reﬂected versions. Double counting occurs when the k-cell path is straight, in




) = (n−22 ) ways to distribute the n − 4 cells along the three straight
branches. Hence, the number of polyominoes of this type is 8
∑n−4





can be simpliﬁed by easy manipulations to 2n+1 − 2(n2 − n + 2).
3. Refer to Figs. 12(c) and 12(d), and assume that n  6. In this case there are two cells c1, c2
of degree 3, connected by a path which consists of k  0 cells (excluding c1 and c2). The four other
branches leaving these cells must be straight due to the convexity of the polyomino. Either c1 and
c2 (with their respective neighbors) have opposite orientations (as in Fig. 12(c)), or one is rotated
by 90◦ relative to the other (as in Fig. 12(d)). For k > 0 we have 2 · 2k−1(n−k−33 ) possibilities, where




is the number of ways to distribute
the remaining cells, and the factor 2 is due to the two subcases. For k = 0, which is possible only




possibilities. In total (and counting rotations and








polyominoes of this type. This can be simpliﬁed to 2n −
(2n3 − 12n2 + 34n − 24)/3.
4. Refer to Fig. 12(e), and assume that n  5. If there is a cell of degree 4, all four branches must
be straight, otherwise the polyomino is not convex. Hence, we have
(n−2
3
)= (n3 − 9n2 + 26n − 24)/6
polyominoes of this type.
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(
2n − 2)+ (2n+1 − 2(n2 − n + 2))+
(
2n − 2n




3 − 9n2 + 26n − 24
6
= 2n+2 − n
3 − n2 + 10n + 4
2
,
which is identical to Eq. (2).
Remark. While the reasoning in the case analysis above is valid for n  6, it can be veriﬁed that all
the expressions are correct also for 2 n 5. This is not the case, however, for n = 1, but the errors
compensate each other. Hence, the formula is correct for any natural n.
7. Conclusion
In this paper we present a novel polyominoes-permutations injection. As an application, we rep-
resent tree-like convex polyominoes as permutations that avoid a speciﬁc set of six patterns (one
of which is bivincular), and prove that the number of such n-cell polyominoes is 2n+2 − (n3 − n2 +
10n + 4)/2. We also enumerate directly this family of polyominoes and obtain the same formula. We
believe that the former method is more powerful than the latter, and that it can serve as an eﬃcient
tool for enumerating other families of polyominoes.
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